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IT BETTER BE OPEN!

Tuition increases 6.3 percent
BY ALLISON M ILLIKAN
EOITOR·IN..CHIEF

Shift in Funding

It is official. Full-time students will pay more tuition in

This chart shows the decrease in state funding and
(I Tuition and Fees • State Funding
increase in tuition.

1995-96.

.

The Council on Higher
Education approved a 6.3 percent tuition increase Monday,
raising the cost of tuition at
masters
institutions
like
Murray State for the 14th consecutive year.
Tuition at the community colleges will increase by 2.1 percent, and tuition at the
University of Louisville and
University of Kentucky will go
up 3. 7 percent.
Brian Van Horn, SGA president, and other student government presidents from across
the state presented a resolution
asking the CHE to adopt the
following policies:
• limit increases in percentages to be less than or equal to
the cost of living index for the
previous year
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Chad E. Holder/Graphics Editor

• ensure that state funding
increase by percentages at a
rate equal to or greater than
the cost of living index
• reverse the trend of the
decreased state funding and
increased tuition
"I have a problem with the
lack of discussion (among the
Council,),. Van Horn said. "The
Council always asks for stu-

dent input, but three motions
we made died for the lack of a
second."
Statistics indicate that the
state is contributing less to
higher education on an annual
basis compared to students
who are contributing more.
President Kern Alexander
said universities are becoming
See INCREASF/14

CHE approves renovation,

contamination removal
BY ALLISON MILLIKAN

f
)ud Cook/Photo editor

Russell Smith, junior from Union City, Tenn., waits patiently while Leslie Brown. senior from
Franklin, enters his class schedule Into t he computer. Registration will continue Monday
through Dec. 2 on the first floor of Sparks Hall.

Roads Scholars
make connections
BY JONATHAN OliVER
STAFF WlllfER

The growing emphasis on
education reform may find its
way
lo
Murray
State
University if the newly developed Roads Scholar program is
successful.
The Roads Scholar program
is designed to send Murray
State faculty, staff and administrators into some r~gional
high schools in a collaborative
effort to meet the requirements
of and to better understand the
Kentucky Education Reform
Act.
The program stems from
meetings
Murray
State
President Kern Alexander held
with regional school superintendents earlier this semester.
The meetings were held to discuss ways Murray State could
assist local high schools with
KERA implementation.
One outcome of the meetings
was a request from the schools
that Murray State provide
resources to help them with
KERA reforms.

"Schools in the state are
under a lot of stress right now
because of the reorganization
and the new way of teaching
that is a result of the Kentucky
Education Reform Act," said
Bill Payne, assistant to the
provost.
"We're trying to learn what
KERA is all about ourselves,"
he said.
In order to provide this assistance, teams of three to f:tve
faculty, staff and administrators were formed, and one
regional high school was
assigned to each team. Teams
began visiting the 61 high
schools this month.
One focus of these groups is
to observe the new teaching
methods resulting from KERA.
"They are concerned, and
rightly so, that we have an
understanding
at
the
University of the way these
students have been taught and
how they expect to be taught,"
Payne said.
Payne said there are other
See. SCHOLARS/14
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SLIP funds ...
The Student Life Improvement .
Project has begun its second
year. Two projects were
funded Tuesday.

3

safety and environmental hazards.
The University will iilso get
$1.2 million in matching funds
from the National Science
Foundation to help fund the
Blackburn renovation, which
will be used to upgrade approximately 32 research labs.
Ed West, director of Facilities
Man agement,
said
the
See CHF/1 4

Quilt memoralizes AIDS victims
By SABRINA TYLER
STAFF WRITER

Panels of the NAMES Project AIDS
Memorial Quilt commemorating the
lives of those people who have died of
AIDS will be on display Sunday in the
Curris Center Ballroom.
The quilt began in San Francisco by
Cleve Jones in June 1987. Jones spraypainted the name of a friend onto a
grave-sized cloth and in turn many others began to add names and blocks to the
original, said Jim Baurer, director of the
Curris Center and chairman of the exhibition planning committee.
The quilt goes on display at 1 p.m.
Sunday. It will remain until closing ceremonies Tuesday at 7 p.m. The hours for
the exhibit are 1 to 8 p.m. Monday and 1
to 7 p.m. Tuesday.
"More than five million people have
viewed the quilt since its inception,"
Baurer said, and he hopes the entire
campus community will turn out to see
it.
"KIPWAC, Kentuckians People with
AIDS Coalition, and the Red Cross will
set up booths at the exhibit, to better
educate and inform people of the realities of AIDS," Baurer said.
Area schools have been invited to view
the exhibit, as well as people in the sur-

The NAMES Project AIDS Memorial Quilt, including 21.000 panels. was first displayed in its entirity in Washington. D.C. Nearly 400 panels will be d isplayed at the
Currls Center this weekend.

rounding communities. Area newspapers, television and radio stations were
contacted about the quilt.
The 50 12 foot by 12 foot panels will
cover the walls and floor of the ballroom,
and each panel may represent up to eight
people who have died from one of the

nation's most deadly diseases.
The first exhibit was in Washington,
D.C., where the entire quilt was shown
for t he, fir st and only time.
Since

then,
See QUILT/14
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University officials received
the word they had been waiting
for Monday when the Council
on Higher Education approved
the sale of bonds for three campus construction projects.
Approved was $1.2 million
for renovation of Blackburn
Science Building and $300,000

to clean up soil contamination
at the West Farm and Motor
Pool.
The Council approved allocation of a total of $15 million to
be used on projects at other
state universities.
The money was allocated
from the 1994-1996 Life/Safety
Bond Pool, which addresses
projects which aim to improve
handicapped accessibility, f:tre

The Racer football squad will try to
complete a winning
season Saturday in its
final home game.

History instructor receives a gift in
memory of his father
from thoughtful student.
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Center needs volunteers, food

Poetry reading scheduled

Campus Connection volunteer center is collecting canned
goods for needy families in Murray. Donations can be left at the
American Humanics Office, Room 108, Carr Health Building.
The organization is also recruiting volunteers for Needline to
stock shelves with food, prepare food baskets and deliver the
baskets.
For more information, call Mark Cotton at 762-3808 or 762·
6117.

Poets Malcolm Glass and James Scruton will read from their
work at 7:30p.m. Thursday in the main reading room ofthe
Pogue Library.
Glass, a professor of English at Austin Peay State University
and director of the writing program, is the author of two volumes of poetry, Bone Love and In the Shadow of the Gourd, and
two chapbooks, Wiggins Poems and The Dinky Line. He has also
written a textbook on writing poetry, Important Words.
Scruton, the Mary Holmes professor of literature at Bethel
College, is the author of one volume of poetry, After the
Children's Hour, and one chapbook, Prairie State.
The reading is free and open to the public. A reception at the
Faculty Club will follow.

Opera workshop Sunday
The College of Fine Arts and Communications will host an
opera workshop beginning at 3:30 p.m. Sunday of the Farrell
Recital Hall in the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
The workshop will feature scenes performed by students and
one faculty scene.
The workshop is free and open to anyone interested.

Nominations needed for award
The Center for Continuing Education is taking nominations
for the Outstanding Staff or Faculty Member award until next
Friday. Non-traditional students can nominate any staff or faculty member who has given an outstanding amount of time and
energy to his or her students.
The officers of the Never Ever Too Old Club and the Alpha
Sigma Lambda honor society will choose the winning nomination
in January and the winner will be honored in the spring.
For more information, call the Continuing Education Office at
762-4159.

Exit interviews
Students who have borrowed from the national Direct Student
Loan, Perkins Student Loan, Federal Perkins Student Loan or
Nursing Student Loan Programs and who are graduating, transferring or leaving the university ~d have not been contacted by
the Student Loan Office should contact the office to schedule an
appointment for an exit interview.
The purpose of the exit interview is to acquaint borrowers with
the repayment plan, obligations and provisions provided by the
loan programs.
To schedule an exit interview, call the Student Loan Office at
762-2669.

Agriculture seminar planned
The department of occupational safety and health will conduct
a seminar on agricultural safety from 6 - 9 p.m. Tuesday in the
Freed Curd Auditorium of the Martha Layne Collins Industry
and Technology Building.
·
The seminar will be a round-table discussion focusing on the
new agriculture safety standard proposed by the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration. Professionals in agriculture
and related fields will be present to discuss changes in the system.
The seminar is free and open to the public. For more information, call 762-2488.
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WEEK IN PREVIEW
Friday, Nov. 11

.

• Advance scheduling - All classifications, 8 a.m. - 3 p.m., Curris
Center Ballroom.
• Veterans appreciation day • Sponsored by the Offices of
Student Affairs and Veterans Affairs. For more information, calf
762-6838.
• Storytelling - Spinning Tales: An Evening of Storytelling with Th
Spinners! , the professional storytelling troupe of the National
Scouting Museum, 7 p.m., room 208, Faculty Hall.
• Theater- Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, 8 p.m., Robert E. Johnson
'lleatre. Free with stude nt ID.

Saturday, Nov. 12

Professors present papers
Charles Daughaday and Ron Cella, professors of English, presented academic papers to the annual meeting of the American
Cultural Association in Charlotte, N . C. in October.
Daughaday delivered a paper titled "The Lesson and Oleanna:
The Distance from Ionesco and Mamet."
.
Cella delivered a paper titled "A Guide to the Selection of
College Selection Guides" in which he examined approximately
30 books that give information about colleges, determined what
the guides do and what their differences are.
Also, Michael Cohen, professor of English, recently presented
two papers at conferences.
Cohen presented "Drawing Inferences: Sidney Paget and
Sherlock Holmes" at the Victorians Institute Conference in
Richmond, Va. In the paper, Cohen discussed how Paget's illustrations in the first Sherlock Holmes stories have contributed to
a continuing image the public has of the character.
In "Women as Signs in Mystery Stories," presented to the
Semiotics Society of America in Philadelphia, Cohen discussed
the depiction of women in detective fiction and whether their
depiction has changed in recent detective novels by women writers.

Sunday, Nov. 13

:

• Intercollegiate horse show - Sponsored by the equestrian
team, 9 a.m., West Kentucky Exposition Center. Free. For more
info rmation, call 762-6925.
• Display · AIDS memorial quilt opening ceremony, 1 p.m., Curris
'
Center Ballroom.
• Recital - Senior recital by Martha Ellen Butters. soprano, 2 p.m. t·
Fa rrell Recital Hall.
!(

Monday, Nov. 14
• Exhibition - Fifth International Shoebox Sculpture Exhibition,
Eagle Gallery. Through Dec. 16.
• Music videos • Fun flicks , 1 p.m., Curris Center Dance Lounge.

Tuesday, Nov. 15

Crafts bazaar next weekend
The Curris Center will host a Christmas Crafts Bazaar from 9
a.m . to 6 p.m. next Saturday and from 1 to 6 p.m. Sunday.
For more information, call Shari Wilkins, 726-6985.

Wanted: A few good wieners
Oscar Mayer is looking for 12 recent college graduates to travel around the country generating publicity in their Oscar Mayer
Wienermobiles.
The Hotdoggers, drivers of the Wienermobiles, spend a yearlong paid internship traveling around the country and doing promotional appearances everywhere from fairs and parades to grocery store grand openings to the Super Bowl, Mardi Gras and
the Indianapolis 500.
For information on the internship, write Oscar Mayer,
Wienermobile Department, P .O. Box 7188, Madison, Wis. 53707 .

.

• Adopt-a-smoker- 11 :30 a .m., Curris Center.
• Volleyball- Austin Peay, 7 p.m. , Racer Arena.
• Display- AIDS memorial q uilt closing cere mony, 7 p.m., Curris
Center Ballroom.
• Recital - Duo plano recital by Stephen Brown and Ellie Brown, 8
p.m., Fa rre ll Recital Hall.

Wednesday, Nov.16
• Adopt-a-smoker - 11 :30 a.m., Curris Center.
• Concert - Percussion Ensemble, 8 p.m., Farrell Recital Hall.

Thursday, Nov. 17
• Adopt-a-smoker · 11:30 a .m., Curris Center.
• MeetJng - AA/NA alcohol and narcotics abuse support groups,
6:30p.m., Cumberland Room.
• Concert - Cha mber Singers, 8 p.m., Farrell Recita l Ha ll.
• Theater · Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, 8 p.m., Robert E. Johnson
Theatre. Free with student ID.

MSU Health Services offers
free confidential pregnancy
and STD testing

641 South
Puryear, Tenn.
901-247-5798

Serving Mexican &
Dell Sandwiches from
Noon - 11 p.m.

for further information dial

Health Line

; Johnn~~'~· E&V~!t&.tf£,,... .

the··: &~r ·aetweeris~,:·.- ~"
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Don ft forget the tailgate party
11:30 a.m. - 1 p.m. Saturday

This service is funded by the
Purchase District Health Dept.
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MSU Students, Faculty
& Staff

Bargain Nights
"Love Affair"
(P G-13)

Every Tuesday &
Wednesday

$2.50 with

valid
MSUID

i

• Football - Tennessee S tate, 1:30 p.m.
~
• Merit badge day - Sponsored by the National Scouting Museum,
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. For more information, call 762-3190.
• Intercollegiate horse show • Sponsored by the equestrian
team. 7 p.m., West Kentucky Exposition Center. Free. For more
information, calf 762-6925.
• Theater- Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, 8 p.m., Robe rt E. Johnson
Thea tre. Free with student ID.

Come Celebrate

~::1-' Murray's

Citywide
Annual Holiday
Open House

Sunday i\{temoon Nov. 13
*Refreshments
* Specials
*Door prizes at
some businesses

I
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SLIP committee provides money MSU increases
to help improve student life
recycling list
BY ANGELA SCHADE
ASSIS1AN1 MANAGING EOITOR

The Student Life Improvement Project began its second
year Tuesday by awarding
$630 to two campus groups.
The Public Relations Student
Society of America received
$270 to help relieve the cost of
sending nine members to their
national conference.
The Sigma Chi fraternity
received $360 from the SLIP
Committee to reimburse them
for seminars attended by their
pledge class in Evanston, Ill.

Ch anges ·
Jim Saurer, director of the
Curris Center and adviser to
the SLIP committee, said
organizations,
last
year,
requested funding from the
committee for s pecial projects
that would enhance college life
on any day of the week.
However, to be eligible for SLIP
funding this year, at least part
of the projects must be conducted on the weekends.
"A program like Cinema
International would still be eligible because the films are
shown on Thursday and Friday
nights," Baurer said. "And
Friday night is considered part
of the weekend."
Baurer said he made this recommendation to Don Robertson,
associate vice president ofstudent
affairs. The funds for SLIP p~
jects come from money left over in
the student affairs budget.
Last year, 14 organizations
received money from the SUP
committee to help bring diverse
and educational programs to
campus. both during the week
and on weekends.

Opin ions
Sean Walker, president of
Kappa Alpha Psi, said he

thinks limiting SLIP funding to
weekend projects is a bad idea.
Kappa Alpha Psi received
SLIP funding last year to presentA Raisin in the Sun, a classic Sidney Portier film about an
African-American family living
in the 1960s. The fraternity
distributed free books about
the subject to moviegoers.
The fllm was shown on a
Monday night in February, and
Walker said the program went
well, although few people
attended. Baurer said such a
proposal would not be eligible
for SLIP funds this year.
Walker,
senior
from
Louisville, said it seems as. if
University officials are trying
to force people to stay on campus during the weekends.
"They are not remedying the
.situation," Walker said. "They
want a quick fix to the suitcase
college."
The problem is Murray in
general, not just the school,
Walker said. He said with so
little to do here, even these programs will not stop people from
going home on the weekends.
"Time will tell (if this is going
t,o work)," he said. ..Getting this
money is good. I am still in
favor of this program."
Mike Young, advisory board
member of the Black Student
Council, used SLIP committee
money last semester to sponsor
a performance of the play Park
Bench in Johnson Theater.
An acting troop from Dallas,
Texas, performed the play,
which is about the perception of
AIDS in the black communityon Feb. 20-21, a Sunday and
Monday.
Young said about 200 people
from campus and the community came to the play.
"We thought it would benefit
students to attend," Young
said. "They could get information about AIDS and how it is

B Y M AGGIE CARTER
STAFF W RITER

E.l. Gold/staff
Katrina Croley, junior from Paducah, prese nts he r proposal t o
SLIP committe e m embers Bobby Glass (left), senior from
Murray, and jay Graham, senior from Fulton.
contracted. This is a good way fits of proposed projects,
to get information out."
Baurer said. The committee
Young said SLIP is an excel- has certain guidelines it must
lent way for organizations to follow, such as not paying for
have support to perform pro- food.
grams.
After projects are completed,
"It would be a shame if organizations that receive SLIP
money were to keep organiza- funds are required to write an
tions from having a program," evaluation of the project for
Young said. "Students and review by the committee. They
organizations are the loudest are also asked for comments
messengers of getting informa- about the SLIP fund application out to other students."
tion process.

Guideline s
To get SLIP funding, organizations send in applications
about proposed projects and
then come before the committee
to present what they are going
to do.
"Very few requests were
turned down," Baurer said.
"The (organization's) asking
amount may be cut."
The SLIP committee looks to
see if a proposed project will
benefit students and if it is
needed on campus. The committee also looks at the educational, social and cultural bene-

"We got all the evaluations of
the projects that have been
done," Baurer said. "They were
very positive and appreciative.
Some events were real successful and others weren't.
"We are receiving $5,000 this
year and there is a possibility
we could get more," he said.
SLIP committee members are
Bobby Glass, Jay Graham,
Catherine Cushinberry, Amy
Mines and E.L. G<lld.
Any student or organization
who would like to apply can
pick up the guidelines at
Baurer's office in the Curris
Center.

To become more environmentally conscious, the Murray
State University Recycling Center has added cardboard to
its list of recycling material.
Wayne Harper, associate director for building services and
ground maintenance, said anyone having cardboard on campus can bring it to the Recycling Center or someone will
come to pick it up.
The Recycling Center has a large vertical baler for recycling cardboard. Harper said the machine is hand fed, and ·
the recycled material is compressed in stages. He said the
material is then wrapped with wire and put on a truck. The
center also accepts paper and aluminum cans.
"We have generated 17 tons of recycled material since
July," Harper said.
Because of a state mandate stating Murray State must
recycle 25 percent of all solid waste, Harper said faculty,
staff and students must aid in the recycling process. He said
everyone at the University can help by putting the recycling
material in the proper containers.
The red containers are for mixed paper such as brown
paper bags, manila envelopes, colored paper, colored callback memos and colored computer paper. The blue containers are for high-quality office paper such as white stationary
paper, white call-back memos, white envelopes, white com-•
puter paper, notebook paper and white copy paper. The
brown and grey containers are for ordinary trash.
"Students and faculty can help out by learning that
garbage such as food and coffee grounds do not go in the
recycling bins," Harper said.
Harper said we must all become more environmentally
conscious because recycling is a critical issue. He said if the
problem gets out of control, the environment will be ruined.
"It takes a team effort," Harper said.
Marian Doszkewycz, junior from Paducah, said she tries to
recycle when the containers are available. She said she even
has different containers at home to separate the material for
recycling.
"The amount of waste is a real problem and with recycling it takes care of some of the trash," Doszkewycz said.

Book review published
A book review written by Jonathan Hope and Gordon
Kenneth Tucker, professor of McMullen. The book attempts
English, was featured in the to reinvestigate and rehabilisummer 1994 issue of "The tate tragicomedy.
Tucker's review highlightsShakespeare N eweletter."
Tucker
reviewed
"The the collection's emphasis upon
of Tragicomedy, some Shakespearean litera:;
Politics
Shakespeare and Mter," by ture.
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IN OUR OPINION

Thankful
for ranch
support

Tuition hike
takes its toll
Students will suffer the 6.3 percent tuition
increase that the Council on Higher Education
passed Monday. The Council is not to blame - they
are trying to keep the schools operating. The legislature may be to blame, but they have not been
thoroughly informed, pressured, lobbied or
harassed into providing for the state universities.
The school administrators, Boards of Regents and
student representatives have not consistently
stumped for the issues, such as tuition rates, that
truly affect all students.
The cost of tuition has doubled in eight years.
The minimum wage or cost of living has not
increased at a rate parallel with the exhorbitant
rise in tuition.
The state legislature needs to be reminded of the
key role of its universities. The state must invest
and preserve its most valuable natural resourcean educated population.

Faculty to be
stretched
across state
The Roads Scholars program hopes to increase
the role of the University in the high schools.
What we don't know is how welcome this presence
is and how enthusiastic our professors are about
their newfound responsibilities.
We feel that we are spending mor~ money for
instruction from increasingly absent and often
overworked instructors who are being payed too
little in the first place.
The notion that our faculty are truly "volunteering" for this program is about as likely as students
asking for an extra thesis assignment.
We are having faculty travel halfway across the
state and claiming the cost will remain under
$20,000. The cost to the University could be a lot
higher if some of our faculty are involved in an
accident while on one these goodwill trips.
The University should be providing, with a little
fore-t.hought, service to the students who are
alteady here before we go to the trouble and
expense of traveling to high schools to impart our
knowledge and expertise on them.
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No huiDor in rape
To the Editor:
I would like to commend the Student
Leadership Development Board on its recent
Date-Rape Seminar. The seminar was both
informative and well-presented.
However, I, as well as many others, was
offended and outraged at the light hearted comments and the passing jokes made by a few of
the SLDB members. I fail to see bow humor is

appropriate given the relevance of this sobering
subject. I know one of the goals of the seminar
was to get people to take rape seriously. In the
future I would like those members of the SLDB
who consider themselves comedians to do just
that.
Chad Holder,
Junior from Henderson

To the Editor:
Each year during the
Thanksgiving holidays, we
reflect on the many things for
which we are thankful. God is
certainly watching over our
Kentucky Sheriffs' Boys and
Girls Ranch. We feel at times
only a miracle has helped us
remain solvent and operational. It is no secret that charitable organizational giving
gets more difficult each year.
Somehow, we have managed to
survive and accomodate over
1000 children, ages 8 through
12, each summer. For this, we
are thankful!
On this Thanksgiving holiday, we are thankful for our
dedicated members. We appreciate the sheriffs and deputies
who help select and transport
children back and forth to the
Western Kentucky camp for
the needy.
We, the staff of the Kentucky
Sheriffs" Boys and Girls
Ranch, would like to invite all
people to visit our camp. Our
camp is open every day from 8
a.m. until2 p.m. and by special
arrangements. we will open on
on weekends. Yes, we are very
proud of what we have accomplished.
We want to give a big thank
you to our friends who have
helped us tremendously to let
people know what our children's youth camp is all about.
They have helped us build
interest in our underprivileged
camp that builds a child's selfesteem and redirects the
child's life.
Ray H. Stoess,
Executive director Kentucky
Sheriffs' Association and Boys
and Girls Ranch

Libraries provide eXcellent
•
despite poor funding
service
I would like to respond to a letter to the editor which appeared
in the Oct. 21 issue of The Murray State News. The letter was
written by Jeff Rager and contains distortions that suggest limited preparation by the author. Although the letter may have been
intended to point out the funding difficulties that have befallen
the Libraries, it is important that some facts be known.
Mr. Rager was apparently upset that he found
a dictionary published in 1965, and this dictioIn
nary did not contain a particular word he wished
My
to find. If he did not like the 1965 dictionary, he
nlon could have looked directly below it at the Oxford
English Dictionary in 20 volumes. It was readily
available, in clear sight and probably could have
served his needs. This newest edition of the OED
was published in 1989 and cost the University
Libraries a great deal. If this dictionary was not
satisfactory, Mr. Rager could have used any of
the 1,602 dictionaries in our holdings, 281 of
which are in English. There are 285 dictionaries
in the Reference Room alone.
HARMON
Mr. Rager also has a friend (or knows a stuGuest
dent) who is taking psychology courses and who
Corumnist
can fmd nothing of use in the Libraries. Over the
~----~ years, we have heard from several students taking psychology courses. Many of them are told by their instructors
that the Libraries cannot support their studies and that it is best
to travel to other regional libraries, such as SIU, to use their
resources.
Those of us in the Libraries continue to wonder why the 105
psychology journals we regularly receive (at a cost this year of
approximately $21,000) are not useful in any way to the department. And I am sure that some may join us in wondering why the
psychology department doesn't work with us to cancel some of
those journals and subscribe to others that would be useful. The
invitation to do so is still open.
In addition to the 105 current subscriptions, the Libraries hold
several other related and inactive titles in psychology. Perhaps
Mr. Rager and his friends could benefit from taking the library
orientation course taught by the reference librarians and offered
each 8-week session during regular semesters. They could learn
how to make good use of what we have.
Our interlibrary loan service was also targeted by Mr. Rawer for
criticism. No one in the Libraries remembers talking to him about
ILL or answering any of his questions. For those who are interested, here are some facts. It takes an average of 9 days to complete a transaction which begins with the receipt of a request in
ILL and ends with the receipt of the book or article requested. The
ILL office processes most requests within one work day of receipt
of the request. However, no matter how quickly we perform our
end of the process, we have no control over how quickly the lending library will respond. Hence the longer time it sometimes takes
to receive an item on loan from another library. We borrow most-

ly from libraries within Kentucky because the materials are usually free to our patrons. If we must go to another state, there is
often a charge to our patrons.
Last year our faculty requested 1,065 items through ILL; staff
requested 147 items; graduate students requested 1,058 items;
and undergraduate students requested 1,051 items. Requests
from other sources were also procesRed. Of the 3,343 requests
received, the Libraries delivered on 2,859. Only 118 of them had
associated charges. Other libraries borrowed 2,875 items from 'us
during the same period.
It was suggested by Mr. Rager that the Libraries remain open
24 hours per day. I can understand tbat some students would like
to escape the noise of the dorms to find a quiet place to study.
However, library use figures do not reflect the need for 24-hour
service. The cost of remaining open 24 hours per day as a study
hall is also more than our budget can afford.
The Waterfield Library is presently open 90 hours per week
(longer during finals); Pogue Special Collections is open 47.5
hours per week; and the Legal Resources Library is open 78.5
hours per week. Add them all up and you will see that our hours
of operation are substantial.
Due to the deterioration of the Libraries' budget over the past
several years and the ever-increasing prices in both books and
journals, there is much that can be criticized about the Libraries
and their support for academic programs. However, there is also
much that can be pointed to with considerable pride. For the past
10 years we have experienced annual increases in the number of
faculty and students using library facilities and services; more
books are checked out or used within the Libraries; and a greater
number of students are served at off-campus sites. These increases reflect in part the emphasis placed on library usage by faculty
when making course assignments. They also reflect the outstanding effort of library personnel who continue to do their best in the
face of dwindling resources.
A recent article in The Murray State News addressed the success of current fund raising efforts, including a student-operated
phonathon, authorized by Pres1dent Alexander. Such efforts will
add to the Libraries' ability to support MSU's academic programs.
However, until funding matches the expectations the University
community has of the Libraries, we will continue to experience
the problems so familiar to us now.
Perhaps there will be space in your newspaper in the future to
report on enhancements to the library online system, our current
plans to access remote electronic data bases and other libraries in
the state and region, the installation of ARIEL (a new interlibrary
loan process that will be both quicker and less expensive to operate) and our well-trained, highly motivated library faculty and
staff. Thank you for this opportunity to speak on behalf of the
University Libraries.
Coy Harmon is the Dean of Libraries at Murray State Un!versity
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By Angel Fairbanks

Every man and woman who has sworn an oa.th to serve this country and
protect our land 4eserves a salute. Murray State University has hundreds of
students, faculty and staff who have served in the Armed Forces.
Veterans Day, formerly Armistice Day, is celebrated in honor of the
anniversary of the truce that ended World War I in 1918.
Wars have come and gone since then and still persist at our door.
However, the brave men and women who have served this great country
deserve a thank you for so generously fighting and defending our country and
reaping the benefits of freedom.

Office aids student vets
There were an estimated 2.8 million living veterans in the United States in 1991,
according to the 1994 Information Please
Almanac.
Veterans Day, formerly Armistice Day, is
a legal holiday that recognizes the veterans who ~;erved this country.
Veterans receive a variety of benefits
from the U.S. Department of Veteran
Affairs, established five years ago to support the needs of veterans and their families.
Mike Young, director of veteran affairs
at Murray State University, said there are
350 students on campus receiving benefits.
Seven of these students are employed at
the Veteran Affairs Office.
The most popular benefit veterans
receive is the Montgomery GI Bill. This Act
entitles veterans to receive education benefits, including paid tuition and a monthly
check that covers books and school-related

material.
Barbara
Alling,
senior
from
Philadelphia, Pa., is one student receiving
the GI Bill.
"I wanted to pay for my education,"
Alling said, instead of relying on her parents. The Army offered her the opportunity to serve her country and to get a degree.
Disabled veterans are given compensation through means of professional counseling, education and monthly dividends.
Donald Imhoff, senior from Paducah,
was discharged from the Navy in 1988
because of a disability.
Imhoff served six years before injuring
his knees.
"I miss the fellowship, organization and
the respect I got," Imhoff said. His goal is
to earn a degree in computer engineering
and to develop systems and weapons for
the military.
Another benefit veterans receive is

Former ROTC
staffers contribute
The Anny Reserve Officers' campus," Green said.
Training Corps has an impact
The rifle team has won two
on college life at Murray State national championships and
University.
placed second twice in the last
ROTC has not only offered 10 years.
.
students opportunities to
Jim Vaughan, assistant
serve in the Army or leader- dean of the College of
ship training. It has also given Industry and Technology, is
them the opportunity to stay another serviceman who came
and fill staff and faculty posi- from the ROTC progran)..
tions on campus.
Vaughan was the military
Elvis Green, assistant direc- department chair and became
tor of property services, spent assistant dean a.ftkr retiring
the last seven years he served from the Army in 1990.
in the Army at Murray State
As assistant dean, Vaughan
as an instructor in the ROTC
has had a great influence on
program. He has been here
increased enrollment in the
since he was discharged in
department of industry and
1985.
engineering technology, said
One of the big contributions
William Whitaker, associate
Green makes is on the rifle
professor.
team. While in the Anny he
"He has an aggx:essive
served as an Advisor of South
Vietnam with the 18th kmy recruitment plan," Whitaker
Republic Vietnamese Calvary said.
The agriculture department
Armor. The experience and
training Green received has has also increased in enrollhelped him coach a nationally- ment because of the pro-active
measures that have been
known rifle team.
"We have one of the most taken by all faculty and staff
often winning programs on members, Vaughan said.

assistance for their family members.
Not all of the 350 students receiving benefits are veterans. Young said quite a few
are children or step-children of disabled,
deceased or disabled deceased veterans.
Marty Casebier, senior from Bremen,
receives educational assistance because his
step-father died while in the service.
Jean Herndon, senior from Mayfield, is
receiving educational assistance because
her father was a disabled serviceman and
later died.
Young said even though aid is mentioned
in all school publications, students still
may not realize they could receive these
benefits.
"There are a lot of people that are not on
the roster because they are unaware they
qualify," Imhoff said.
Students should contact the Veteran
Affairs Office to see if they qualify for any
services.

Veteran: a word of honor
We have all experienced the tion. Usually they are thought
mis-communication that can of as veterans of the armed
arise because of the various forces. However, there are
definitions assigned to the many veterans of Murray
same word. For instance, if you State University, the Murreyask for a "coke" in Texas, you Calloway County Hospital and
will likely get a Mello-Yello. Fisher Price.
However, if you ask for a
A veteran of the armed
"coke" in Kentucky, you are forces is anyone who has sworn
likely to get a Coca-Cola an oath to serve and protect
Classic, Pepsi, RC Cola or even the United States. That
a Dr. Pepper.
includes anyone in the Army,
The same mis-communica- Navy, Air Force, Marines,
tion can occur when it comes to Coast Guard, National Guard
veterans. Though many people or Reserves.
do not realize it, there are two
Another distinction of a vettypes of veterans - veterans of eran is explained by Matthew
foreign wars and veterans of Rasnake, senior from Princethe armed services.
ton and member of the
A veteran can be an individ- Kentucky National Guard 641
ual who has had long experi- MP Co. in Murray.
"There is a distinction in the
ence or pr actice at an occupa-

Army between those who have
gone to war and those who
have not," Rasnake said.
He said veterans of foreign
wars are looked upon with
greater respect than other veterans.
"It's more of an honor system," Rasnake said. "It's kind
of a personal distinction."
"I went to fight in a children's sandbox. I would never
put myself in the same league
as those who fought in World
War I, World War II and the
Korean and Vietnam Wars,"
said Robert Garcia, sophomore
from Miami and member of the
Kentucky National Guard
Vl23 D. Co. in Benton.
The honor system is taken so
seriously that some veterans

do not like to be put on the'
same list as the VFW's,
because they do not believe
they have done anything to
deserve the recognition.
"If I hadn't served in Saudi
Arabia, I would not have wanted to be on the same list as the
others," Garcia said.
Some can argue that just
because the veterans did not
serve in a foreign war, they
still did this country a service
and deserve recognition.
Rasnake helped area victims
of last winter's ice storm. He
and other members of the
Murray unit were dispatched
to help clear the snow, ice and
tree-covered roads.
Regardless of the defmitions,
veterans are people of honor.

Poppies support distressed vets, families
Veterans of Foreign Wars make most of
the money that supports distressed veterans during the annual National Buddy
Poppy sale.
The VFW will take donations outside
Wal-Mart today and tomorrow for Buddy
Poppies.
The Murray VFW post is called the

Herman Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291.
The mottoof the post is "We honor the
dead by helping the living," said Carol
Turley, president of the Ladies Auxiliary
in Murray.
VFW's mission is to help locally distressed
veterans and their families.
The post is for men who have served in

a foreign war, and the auxiliary is for
women, Turley said.
Volunteers at the Murray post help
drive veterans to veteran hospitals in
Marion, Ill ., and Nashville, Tenn.
The Ladies Auxiliary recently bought
one local veteran a battery for his wheelchair, Turley said.

·M eDlbers of the can1pus CODlDlunity who served during peace and war:
This list of faculty, staff and student vet~nns of the ~ven bnnchrs of th~ military w.u pro\lided by the Vetenns Affairs Office with permission from ~ach person.
Kyle Addison
Benjamm Bruce
James Deboer
Thomas Goodwin
Chad Joyce
William Maddox
Randy Oeding
James Ruggio
Jim Vaughan
Paul WOO<h
Barbara Alhng
Floyd Carpenter
!!!sse Denton
Jerry Gray
GeorJ&e Kaelin
Phillip Blount
Aderemi Olodun
Kimberly Ryan
Danny Vernon
Karl Wuest
Ruford Anderson
Beverly CJrter

Tracy Donahoo
Elvis Green
Katherine Kaminski
David Jones
Craig Olsen
William Schell
Jason Vernon
John Yates
Carl Andrews
Thomas Centers
Krissa Drcntlaw
Roger Hankm~
Larry Keller
Alisa Mann
LallY Opperman
John Schwab
Charles Vin~n
Jo~eph Youngman
Kathleen Arnold
Rohland Chorn
Steve Duncan
Ph111ip !lamed

Andrew Kellie
Carl Martin
Marissa Pace
Lance Schwede
Denise Vinson
Richard Scott
· Thomas Auer
Linda Clark
Susan Dunman
Kenneth lbrrell
Nathan Kempka
Kurt McClelland
Eric Parker
Arthur Scott
Garth Vinson
Naom1 Baker-Tynes
Michael Clark
Gary Dyer
Jimmy Harris
Mar.;hall Kibbler
William McClure
Ronnie Parker

Jesse Smith
David Vick
Donald Barnes
John Cline
Michael Dykes
Robert Harris
George Kipphut
Johnny McDougal
Wilham Payne
Hafford Sm1th
Charles Ward
Timothy Barnes
Randall Coburn
James Egri
Jeffrey Hay
Jennifer Knight
Brenda McGarvey
Steve Pterce
Michael Smith
Edward Watson
William Barrett
Christopher Collins

Thomas Ellis
Raymond Hays
Robert Knight
Robert McGaughey
Joe Phillips
Tobias Smith
Roger Wels
Todd Bartlett
William Collins
Jeffrey English
Eldon Heathcott
AC. Krizan
Sean McKinney
John Phillips
Timothy Sparks
Ed West
R.B. Barton
Naomi Corneal
Kenneth Fairbanks
Chad Heilig
Harold Kuhn
Philip McKee

Kirby Price
Albert Spen¢1
Allen White
• William Beard
Alan Cook
Jason Ferguson
Keith Heim
Donald Kusrurin
Paul McNeary
Bennie Purcell
Kenneth Spier
Earl Wilkins
Durwood Beatty
Eddie Cook
George Fichter
Melvm H~nley
James Lacy
Ronald Meldi
Jimmie Quinn
Cedi Stokes
Art Williams
Timothy Begin

Bennie Cooper

Joe. l.a'lllttnce

Jwer Taibali
Allen Winchester

David Fleming

Jeffrey Moran

Johnny Herndon

David Reid

Adam Lanning IU

Daniel Szurgot

Gregory Miller

Jack Wilson

Richard Rankin

Lewis Bossing

Ben Humphreys

Wallace Swan

James Long

Gregory Williams

James Cri'P
Robert Garcia

Jonathon Bell

William Hobbs

Cannen Corso

Hughie Lawson

David Freeland

William MlltJ)hY

Raymond Hewitt

Shawn Reynolds

John Larson

James Tabor

Judith Moore

Jason Wilson

Ross Reed
Steven Sweatt

Curtis Both

H.B. Willoughby

Roger Garland

Ros.s Bellow

David Crowder

Richard Boyles
· Lehman Davis
Douglas Glass

John NotT.~inger
Louis Roach
Jim Turley
James Winsett
Pat Bray
James Deaton
Mario Gomez
Donald Imhoff
Charlene Lucas

Ph11ip Hornback

Donald Norman

Kenneth Cosby

Gordon loberger

J.D. Roberts

Douglas Gallagher

Nelson Newcomb

Tom Vanarsdel

Marcia Hobbs

Cun1s Roach

Carl Woods
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Workshops ready faculty
t o involve students in class

November 11, 199-\

ROTC offers
leadership
training
BY A NGEL

BY ANGELA ScHADE
ASSISTANT MANACINC EDITOR

Instead of dozing through
another lecture, students may
soon become more actively
involved in their classes.
Some faculty members are
going through a 22-hour training
workshop
called
Communicating Across the
Curriculum.
Fred Cornelius, director of
CAC, said the workshops are
designed to explore ways for
students to use speaking and
writing in the classrooms.
"We want to make the students
active
learners,"
Cornelius said. "It helps them
learn the content (of the course)
better and improves their communication skills."
Bill Payne, associate professor in agriculture, said the
workshops improved his teaching methods.
"The main benefit of these
workshops is that it caused me
to rethink some of my teaching
methods," said Payne, assistant to the provost and vice
president of academic and student affairs. "There is a better
level of interaction in my class."

Sp eaking and writing skills will
b e empha sized across disciplines
Payne said the students are
able to express what they know
better than a standardized test.
The students interact with one
another discussing focal points
of the lecture, he said.
"This is one of the best programs initiated at MSU,"
Payne said.
.
Judy Payne, instructor of
family and consumer studies,
said she incorporated more
opportunities for students to
write and speak in her classes.
She said she does not lecture
because it is not a very effective
teaching method for her.
"At first, it is hard to get used
to because the students are
used to being lectured to," she
said. "I think they like it. I have
had positive feedback from
them."
Bonnie Higginson, associate
pr ofessor of elementary and
secondary education, said she
changed the way students prepare to give a presentation.
The students communicate
before the presentation with
peer groups. They are also

videotaped so they can evaluate their performances, she
said.
"I have had really positive
feedback
fr om students,"
Higginson said. "Students come
up and say how excited they
are about class and how much
they enjoy it.
"I think they are learning at
a deeper level," she said.
Cornelius said be thinks
these new teaching methods
will help students be more
effective in t heir careers.
"It is one of Murray State
Universitys priorities for their
graduates to demonstrate effective communication skills,"
Cornelius said.
The workshops are also
under the direction of Rachael
Chipps, lecturer in the department of speech . It is a combined
effort of the College of
Humanistic Studies and the
College of Fine Arts and
Communication with the support of James Booth, provost
and vice president of academic
and student affairs.

STAFF

DOUBLE DECKER

f AIRBANKS

Wanu

The Reserve Officer Training
Corps has made special
attempts to provide programs
and services for Murray State
this semester.
Most recently, ROTC invited
the lOlst Parachute Team to
drop in on the Roy Steward
Stadium football field ' just
before the kickoff of the
Homecoming Game.
ROTC also bad an M-60 tank
in the Homecoming Parade.
Captain Dexter Henson, public affairs officer in the military
department, said the reason for
the increased activity is the
department's desire to increase
awareness of the ROTC program.
A new service ROTC cadets
offer is the Leadership
Reaction
Course.
The
American Humanics Student
Association attended the
course Oct. 21.
"I think they did a great job,"
said Roger Weis, director of
American Humanics. "I think
it was a strong simulation in a
safe environment.•
ROTC will offer the course
next semester.

E.L. Gold/Staff

Work continues on the renovation project in the O ld Fine
Arts b uilding. Here, Progressive Construction employees
load demolition debris from t he 2nd and lrd floors into liftIng equip ment for disposal.

Atlanta job fair offers opportunity to job seekers
BY

jONATHAN OLIVER

STAFF WRITER

With the numbers of graduates across the country increasing and the number of jobs
decreasing, it is becoming ever
more important - not to mention harder - for students to
get their feet in the doors of the
larger companies.
Therefore, today's students
should become aware of what is
available to Rr~vid~ ~Jl.em with
the advantage they need when

it comes time to get a job.
Murray State University students have opportunities that
can help them overcome this
growing problem.
One such advantage is provided by Careers 95, a company
dealing in college recuitment
conferences. The conference
will be Jan. 17 in Atlanta.
Students whose resumes are
accepted will be given the
opportunity to meet with
recruiters from many companies and to distribute their

resumes to these companies.
The conference provides the
opportunity for seniors and
graduate students to meet with
prospective employers in a job
fair-type atmosphere on a
grander scale, which Ross
Meloan, director of Career
Services, terms as a "grip and
grin" session.
"It provides you, the student,
the opportunity to go and meet
many of t hese companies,"
Meloan said. "It is a way to get
your foot in the door."

Another sign of the times is a
changing philosophy in interviewing. The once frowned
upon idea of conducting an
interview over the telephone is
now becoming the latest thing
in a world where time means
money and technology can provide a savings of both.
"They can make some initial
decisions about the person at
the other end of the line, as to
whether or not they want to
take that person on," Meloan
said."Companies don't have to

School Relations Office ...

Specials

EVERYDAY
All Movies

3 for $6.60*
Keep lor 2 days
Largest Selection of New Arr
In the Area

~~\~2t<.CJ
J

Q•ll's & nent • h

-.:.:~· -

VIDEO SUPER STOR E

Candidat es must p ossess strong
comm unications skills and
p osi tive, energized attitudes.

To set up an interview come to
the School Relations Office, First
Floor of Sparks Hall
and sign up NOW!
Come join the winning team I

Office and Waterfield Library
to help prepare for the changing job market.
He also recommended that
students participate in programs such as Careers 95, but
that they also take the initiative to make personal contacts
(over the telephone if necessary).
He said that students must
do things to get into the companies' bases of operations.
Students must be OQ the cutting edge and be competitive.

MOVIE WORLD
SUPERSTORE

Murray State University
...is now arranging
appointments to interview
for telemarketing positions.
The posi ti on r equires calling
p r ospective students from
n ow until the end of this
semester an d f or the upcoming
spr ing semester.

come here anymore. You have
to go to them."
This is the idea behind programs such as Careers 95 and
the effort the Career Services
Office is putting on getting the
word out to students that telephone interviewing is something they should be aware of.
"It's got to be; that's how
you're going to find the jobs
that you want," Meloan said.
Meloan suggested that students take advantage of materials in the Career Services

SEGA Genesis and Super Nlntendo Games
and Players for Rent
Come See Our Chlldrens and Family Movie
Area with KldsKastle
'Supersedes All Specials

753-7670
626 Central
Shopping Center

Monday - Thursday
10 a.m. • 10 p.m.
Friday - Saturday
10 a.m. · 11 p.m.
Sunday
noon- 10 p.m.

Murray State University
Intercollegiate Rodeo
Nov. 17, 18, & 19
7:30 p.m. Nightly
West Kentucky Expo Center
College Farm Road

Thursday night MSU students
free with .ID
High School Rodeo
Nov. 20 All day
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Attempted murder suspects face
court, University proceedings
BY E.L. GOLD
MANAGING EDITOR

Two MUITBy State students charged last
week with the attemp ted m urder of a
Madison, Tenn., man faced preliminary hearings in Calloway County District Court
Wednesday.
The hearing for J essica WilSon, freshman
from Paducah, was postponed to Nov. 16
because of an attorney conflict.
The case against Dennis Par~ sophomore
from Paducah, was bound over to the grand
jury.
Park and Wilson are charged with at tem pting to kill Dave Brodsky, 25, a.ft.er the three
left a Halloween night party. Park is also
charged with four counts of wanton endangerment for allegedly threatening witnesses with
the gun he fired at Brodsky.
Wilson remains Cree on $25,000 property or
10 percent court surety bond. P ark js lodpd

in Calloway County Jail on $25,000 caah or
$50,000 property bond.
In addition to criniinal charges, Park and
Wilson face University sanctions.
Mike Young, assistant associate vice president for student affairs, said Park and Wilson
have been suspended from school and barred
from University property.
"Anytime a student has been arrested and
charged with a serious incide nt, the
University can, and often does, take action,"
Young said.
The decision to suspend Park and Wilson
was upheld by the University Appeals Board.
The decision and the Appeals Board ruU;og
mean that even if Park and Wilson are a cqUitted of criminal charges, they still face a
University hearing before they can return to

class.
Young said the students bave not beeD
expelled and have not officially with~
from the University.

Trial date set in Wal-Mart theft case
Bv E.L. GoLD
MANAGING EDITOR

A Murray State student and
her alleged accomplice will face
jury trials in February in connection with a scheme that netted more than $18,000 in merchandise from Wal-Mart stores
in Murray and Paducah.
Police say Katherine P.
Alexander,
senior
from
Murray, who worked as a
cashier in Wal-Mart stores in
both Murray and Paducah,
allowed Peyton A. Jones, a 22year-old Paducah resident and
former student at Murray

State, to pass through checkout lines with merchandise
without paying for it.
The pair were arrested in
August when McCracken
County Sheriff's officers discovered the merchandise in a storage building in Paducah. They
were charged with receiving
stolen property over $300, a
felony.
Jones is also charged with
theft by unlawful taking for
allegedly stealing a VCR from
Paducah Community College.
That charge is also a felony.
Alexander and Jones were
indicted by a McCracken

County
Grand
Jury
in
September, and a trial date of
Feb. 10 was set during circuit
court arraignments Oct. 21.
Alexander is free on $2,500
surety bond. Jones remains in
McCracken County Jail in lieu
of $2,500 surety bond on the
charge of receiving stolen property and $50,000 cash or property bond on the theft charge.
Alexander
continues
to
attend classes at Murray State
while awaiting trial. Jones
withdrew from the Univer si ty
in September.
Both parties have retained
private attorneys.

Student facing
assault charge
freed on bond
BY E.L. GOLD
MANAGING EDITOR

James L. Ford , freshman
from Louisville who faces 2nd
degree felony assault charges
in connection with a fight in
Carr H ealth Oct. 23, was
released from Calloway County
Jail Sunday on a $5,000 cash
bond.
As a condition of bond
release, Ford is to have no contact with the complaining witness, Sean Kimble, freshman
from Gilbertsville.
Ford appeared in district
court Wednesday for a preliminary hearing.
The case was continued to
Nov. 22, wh en a pre-trial conferrence is scheduled.
Ford is alleged to have hit
Kimble during a game of pickup basketball. Kimble's jaw
was broken through the chin
by the blow.
Ford was arrested by Public
Safety officers Oct. 28, after a
warrant was issued.
Mike Young, assistant associate vice president for student
affairs, said Kimble was still
undecided whether to pursue
the incident through the campus j udicial system.
Young said t he University
would take internal judicial
action on its own if Kimble
decides to drop the matter. He
said the University usually
takes action when students are
accused of serious crimes, especially those that involve violence.

POUCEBEAT
November2
12:26 a.m. There was a report of gun shots being heard near
Richmond Hall. It turned out to be bottle rockets.
November 4
12:10 p.m. Robert Eddleman reported the theft of his bike from the
rack at Richmond Hall.
1:20 p.m. A resident of College Courts reported the theft of a purse
from a vehicle. The purse was recovered in Graves County. $15 was
missing.
2:25 p.m. A student reported the theft of a vehicle. It is under Investigation and an arrest warrant has been Issued.
9:25 p.m. An unknown person Ignited paper hanging on a door on
the 3rd floor of Franklin Hall. The fire was extinguished.
November S
12:18 p.m. There was an auto accident near Elizabeth Hall. There
were no injuries.
November7
12:10 a.m. There was an odor of marijuana on the 1st floor of
Springer Hall. A small amount was confiscated from Room 107. It is
under investigation.
12:02 a.m. A strange burning odor was coming from the old Church
of Christ building. It was sewer gas.
12:16 p.m. Brad Huntley reported the theft of his briefcase from the
Industry and Technology Building.
12:28 p.m. A resident of Elizabeth Hall reported the theft of her
clothes from the dryer on the 4th floor laundry room.
10:33 p.m. There was a hit and run accident behind Richmond Hall.
There were no injuries.
November S
1:17 a.m. Calloway County District jail advised that Kelly Roark was
In custody, charged with OUI (2nd offense) and possession of alco- •
hoi by a minor.
12:20 p.m. The briefcase that was stolen on Nov. 7 was turned into
another office in the Industry and Technology Building.
November 9
11 :49 p.m. Paul Roberts, Central Plant employee, was attacked by a
cat in a Woods Hall mechanical room. Roberts sostalned bites and
scratches. Stephen White, associate professor of biology, set out live
traps but failed to catch the cat.
Racer Patrol Escorts - 21
Motorist Assists - 7
Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by the
Murray State News staff from materials available to the public at the
Public Safety office.
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Honors Day Program set Movie . marathon ready
for high school students for 'Star Trek' fans
)AMEY jENNINGS
REPORTER

Murray State University and
the Office of African-American
Recruitment and Retention will
host the lOth annual Honors
Day Program for Distinguished
Black High School Students
today and tomorrow.
To be eligible to attend students must be a junior or senior
at any school serviced by the
Office of African-American
Recruitment and Retention.
They must also have a gradepoint average of at least 2.8,
rank in the top third of their
class, exemplify outstanding
leadership in high school and
provide a recommendation letter from a teacher, counselor or
community leader.

"We do not have a large black
population on campus," said
Doris Clark, director of The
African-American Recruitment
and Retention.
"Not a lot of black students
tour the campus," Clark said.
"Throughout the Honors Day
program we are able to service
a large number of students at
one time."
The program includes campus
tours, workshops, student
panel discussions, essay competitions for scholarships and a
banquet, followed with entertainment from a gospel choir.
The scholarship essay competition carries · a top prize of
$1,000, a second prize of $500
and third prize of $250.
Students attending Black
Honors Day may also compete

for the Or. Marvin Mills scholarship and the top African American female and male
from a Kentucky high school.
Bot h of these scholarships
carry full tuition, residence hall
room and meal plan as part of
the awards.
Workshops will be available in
college survival skills and
choosing a m~or.
Separate workshops in admissions and financial aid will be
available for parents who
attend the program.
"Close to 150 students will
attend this year, we hope,"
Clark said. "The .s cholarship
competition helps to recruit
students."
"We hope that new MSU students will eventually become
MSU graduates."

Smokers encouraged to
qUit for day, or longer
BY KELLY I. HICKS
(OWCE LIFE EDITOR

If you are a smoker and have
been wanting to quit, then
Thursday could be your lucky
day.
Tables will be set up in the
Curris Center with games and
prizes for smokers who have
quit for the day in honor of the
Great American Smoke-out.
Tuesday and Wednesday will
be "Adopt a smoke~ days.
Smokers will have a chance
to be adopted by non-smokers
on the third floor Curris
Center.
Each smoker will receive an
adoption certificate along with
a grab bag of treats to aid the
smoker in his quest to quit.
"The emphasis of Smoke-out
Day is if you can quit for one
day, you can quit longer," said
LOuise Anderson, a nurse at
Health Services.
According to the American
Cancer Society smoking is
related to over 400,000 deaths
in the United States each year.
"We want people to be aware
of the dangers," Anderson said.
"1 think 50 percent of the reasons for going to the doctor are
related to smoking."
Anderson said that insurance
premiums will become depen-
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Traveling art exhibit features
shoebox full of sculptures

decreases

.. 2wtebto 3~•~
Citculatioo improve& &king

has works from all over the
world South America, Europe,
Australia," Sperath said.
"There are differences between
the artwork that artists and
cult~s produce."

BY SABRINA TYLER
STAFF W RITER

cervix cancer decreases
15 years: Risk of COI'OI'lary heart diseastt 18 that of a non-:
smoker
·Source: The AmeriCan Canoet ~ and Center tor Olseas& Control

Chad E. HcJidelt(;raphics Edilor

dant on whether or not custormers are smokers.
The American Cancer Society
offers several suggestions for
helping a friend to quit smoking.
First, make an effort to keep
in contact with the person and

students are waiting in line,
then a student may do more
than one video.
If you are in need of a fun,
Jeanie Morgan, SGA secrefree activity Monday, stop by tary and coordinator of student
the Curris Center Dance activities, said Fun Flicks is
Lounge from 11 a.m. - 5 p.m. always
well-received
by
and make your own music Murray State students.
video.
"I think people really enjoy
Fun Flicks, sponsored by the performing, and then watching
Student
Government other people perform," Morg~n
Association, has over 300 songs said.
to select from. Students lipFun Flicks is free for all stusynch the song of their choice,
dents, but Morgan said the cost
and then receive a free video of
for renting the equipment
their performance.
comes out of the activity fee.
Costumes and props are proMorgan said SGA tries to get
vided! but are optional.
the best bargains possible for
The student or group of stu- students' money.
dents sign up and then wait to
"Fun Flicks is one of our more
be called to perform.
popular activities," Morgan
If there is a slow time and no said. "Students really enjoy
BY SABRI NA TYLER

Dreams can come true. At least for some
Star Trek fans they will next Thursday and
Friday when t hey will get the chance to see all
six past Star Trek movies on the big screen.
Past Star Trek movies to be shown to the
audience include: Star Trek, The Motion
Picture; Star Trek II, The Wrath of Khan; Star
Trek Ill , The Search for Spock; Star Trek N,
TM Voyage Home; Star Trek V, The Final
Frontier; and Star Trek VI, The Undiscovered
Country. Star Trek Generations will also be
shown to those attending the showings.
Greg Bennett, assistant manager of the
Cheri Theater, said the movie marathon was
done to promote the new Star Trek movie.
"It is a way to get the word out and create
excitement about the new movie," Bennett
said. "We will start selling tickets on Nov. 14
at 11 a.m. at our Movies To Go video store.
There are onlv 300 tickets available.
"The tickets will be sold on a first come, first
serve basis."
Bennett said the tickets will be laminated
and have a string or some type of device on
them so that they can be worn around the customer's neck.
"Customers may come and go with their
pass," Bennett said.
Star Trek buffs are excited about the movie
marathon.
Matt Rasnake, Murray State University
Star Trek Club president and senior from
Princeton, said he has seen all the old Star
Trek movies on videotape, but wants to see
them again on the big screen.
"There is something about seeing all the ·
movies on the big screen that is unique,"
Rasnake said.

Brian Williams, junior from Hopkinsville,
said he had a different reason for wanting to
see the movies.
"I missed one or two of the movies while they
were showing at the theater," Williams said.
"I have not seen them all on the big screen
in a while," said Susie Adams, library assistant for Pogue Library from Hazel. "The first
one I saw was when I was a senior in high
school."
Viewers of the Star Trek Generations movie
may find the fate of James Kirk unnerving.
Rumors currently circulating through Star
Trek fan circles concern the demise of Kirk.
Rasnake said some Trek fans love Kirk,
while others hate him. Rasnake said the possible death of Kirk is a loveJhate kind of emotion for him.
"The new movie is a more obvious and direct
attempt to pass the Star Trek tradition on,"
Rasnake said. "It is like a passing oft}t.e torch.
"I appreciate what William Shatner as Kirk
has done, and I hate to see the old series cast
go, but I am glad to see the new Star Trek cast
members on the big screen."
Rasnake, Williams and Adams said the Star
Trek tradition has influenced them in several
ways.
"I have always had an interest in space
exploration, and this kind of enhanced it,"
Adams said.
Williams said the series made him more
optimistic about human potential.
"It opened my mind up to new ideas, and
greater respect for diversity and cultural differences," Rasnake said.
The Star Trek movie marathon will run from
5 p.m. Thursday to 7:30 a.m. Friday at the
Cheri Theater. Tickets for the marathon will
be on sale for $4.50.

20 mtnut8s: Blood PrMSure and pulse

continually offer support.
Provide your friend with
smoking alternatives like
chewing gum, celery sticks, or
straws to hold on to or chew on.
Finally, never nag or criticize
the person for his inability to
quit.

Fun·Flicks offers students
free entertainment, videos
STAFf WRITER

BY REY CRAIG
AsSISTANT COllfGE LifE EDITOR

doing it, and it's at no cost to
them. They really enjoy being
able to perform."
Morgan said the University
receives a discount on the activity, because of its affiliation
with the National Association
of Campus Activities, which
offers special deals for universities.
booking,
which
Block
involves going in on a group
with other area universities,
allows for a discount as well.
"Since they (Fun Flicks) are
down here, they will give us a
discount, because they have
more than one booking,"
Morgan said.
"These are fun things to do
without spending a lot of
money," Morgan said.

Small enough to fit inside a
shoebox, 73 pieces of sculpture
will be on display in the Clara
M. Eagle Gallery beginning
Monday.

"The show gives our students, who rarely have the
opportunity to see international artists' on display, it gives
them the opportunity to see
Japan
and
work
from
Australia," Sperath said.

The Fifth International
Shoebox Sculpture Exhibition
is a traveling exhibit from the
University of Hawaii.
Some of the artists whose
work is on display are very
famous, while others are in the
middle or the beginning of their
careers.

The show is not a formal competition, but rather invitational
in nature.

"The University of Hawaii
Albert Sperath, director of
does
not put out a call for
the gallery, said the show was a
but if they see someentries,
worthwhile exhibition.
thing that someone is doing,
"It's a good show, because it they may ask them to submit

IN YOUR FACE

their work," Sperath said.
Along with the exhibition, a
guest artist will give a lecture
Monday.
Billie Jean Theide, recipient
of the National Endowment for
the Arts Fellowship and president of the Society of American
Goldsmiths, is from the
University of Illinois, · UrbanaChampaign.
A reception will be at 6 p.m.,
followed by the slide lecture at
7 p.m. in Room 421 of the
gallery.
'

"It's well worth coming to see,
because of the international
aspect and the variety of ideas
and materials," Sperath said.
The exhibit will be on display
until Dec. 16.
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On Nov. 1, the ladles of Alpha De lta Pi So rority volunteered to take a p ie In the face as a part
of the All Greek 500 Wee k. These events raised m oney for the Ronald McDonald House. From
left to right, Sandi Neff, Brandy Ho bbs, j e nnife r Harrod and with pie, Lisa Ha milton.
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Burial flag replaced Car buying services equal
by caring student savings, value for students
BY MANDY WOLF

As college st udents, buying a new car on
your own can be an awful nightmare. You
walk into th e dealership .----~
and eager commission-hun- BUYING
gry dealers pounce on you
and try to sell you the most G U I DE
expensive car they can show t - - - - - - 1
you.
MICHAEL
More people are getting jOHNSON
hip to car dealers now, and ....__-:-:---~
when they come to the dealers, they are well
armed with exact figures from car buying services.
Buying services have been around for a
number of years, but in today's car market
they are life savers.
When interested in buying a car, you can
give one of the service companies a call.
The buyers services know exactly what dealers will receive from a sale.
They know the hidden discounts, exact commissions and hold backs from the manufacturer.
These amounts are very important to the
over all price you might pay for the car.

REPORTER

When history instructor Ted
Franklin Belue's father died of
cancer in 1970, Belue had just
turned 16.
He donated his father's burial flag to his high school in
Orlando, Fla., because the
school did not have a presentable flag.
"I never regretted that I
donated the flag," Belue said.
He did regret, however, never
receiving another one.
He thought about writing his
congressmen, but never had
the time to do it or thought
about it when he had the opportunity.
So, when he told his story to
his IDC class, one thoughtful
student took action.
Lt. John Schwab of the DCO
31123 Armor division, presented a flag with full military honors to Belue on Monday. ·
The flag,
donated
by
Woodmen of the World Life
Insurance Company in Murray,
was folded by Schwab's platoon
around three shell casings.
The casings symbolize three
live rounds given to the family
of a deceased soldier who use to
supply meat, Schwab said.
Schwab,
senior
from
Louisville, initially called several veterans organizations to

This is a photo of Frank Owe ns Belue taken -.,proximately In
1938. Be lue died in 1970 and his son Ted donated the burial fla1
to his high school which d id. no t have a presentable one.

fmd a donor.
Belue, served during World
"I am deeply moved beyond War II.
words," Belue said after receivHe did not serve overseas,
ing the gift, "I really appreciate 'but was a good soldier who
it."
eventually became a medic's
Belue's father, Frank Owens assistant.
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These things are relayed to you the consumer 80 you do not pay more than 3 percent
over the sticker price of the car.
One popular service is Auto Club. It is

I t ' s

Another service teaches car buyers how to
shop for cars intelligently. Intelli-Choice tells
you the estimated amounts of depreciation,
insurance cost, maintenance, fuel cost, repairs
and state fees on the car you are interested in.
The companies believe this service allows
the consumer to know everything to be spent
on the car, besides the initial price.
One example of a smart buy was given in
Automobile magazine. For example, you may
purchase a brand new 1995 Pontiac Firebird
Formula because you think you cannot afford
the 1995 BMW 318i you looked at.
Most people don't factor in long-term costs
when they make decisions like this.
The BMW will cost 80 m1,1ch less to operate
and insure over five years that its• benefits
outweigh the higher price tag for the car.
So when you head out to the dealership.
make sure you have read up on the particular
cars that interest you, because with car pur·
chases, a penny saved is a penny earned.
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known for saving consumers from $1,500 to
$3,000 on new car purchases.
It charges you $89 to find the car of your
choice, gets the price you want that you could
not get yourself, and guarantees the deal
when you walk into the dealership to pick the
car up.
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Sorority 'rocks' night
away for philanthropy
Bv ANGEL fAIRBANKS
SlAff WRITER

Phi Sigm.a Sigm.a h osts first fundraising event
BY VALERIE CHAPMAN
RfMRTIR

The members of the Murray
St at e Chapter of Phi Sigma
Sigma will host the first RockA-Thon Thursday in the Curris
Center Rocking Chair Lounge.
The Rock-A-Thon, which will
last from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m., is
an ali-day dance where stu-

dents can have fun while helping a worthy cause.
"The Rock-A-Thon is open to
everyone, not just Greeks," said
Lorie Sutton, senior from
Ledbetter. "The whole campus
in invited." Sutton is the
Philanthropy Chair for Phi
Sigma Sigma.
There is no entry fee to the
dance, but students are encour-

aged to make donations which
will go to the National Kidney

Foundation.
The
National
Kidney
Foundation is an organization
founded in 1950 to support
research and training relating
to kidney functions and diseases. It offers patient services,
professional and public education, organ donor programs and

community services.
The Phi Sigma Sigmas have
also invited radio announcers
from 97 FM to give live publicity to all businesses who make a
donation
"We would like to have a
National Phi Sigma Sigma
Rock-A-Thon called Rock
Across America," Sutton said.

Alpha Gamma Delta will rock the night away for the cause
of its philanthropic organization, the Alpha Gamma Delta
Foundation which supports juvenile diabetes.
The Alpha Gam sisters will take two-hour intervals rocking
in rocking chairs from noon this afternoon until noon tomorrow in the Curris Center.
Also in the Curris Center, fraternity brothers will have the
opportunity to bid on a chore that a team of Alpha Gam sisters will perform, but will not know what chore they have
purchased until the bidding is over.
Alpha Gam will also have a Family Feud game and a lipsync contest and a raftle for a VCR, a discman and gift certificates.
After the fraternities leave at 10:30 p.m., the doors of the
Curris Center will be locked and the Alpha Gam sisters will
rock the night away with a DJ and a television set.

The Procrastinators Club Picnic
originally scheduled for Saturday
has been postponed ... AGAI N.
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Congratu lations to the 1995
Miss MSU Contestants
Nicole Alexander, Ar~
Tana Barnette, A~ll
Christy Bean, Ar~
Julie Boram, AOn
Michelle Brooks, Ari\
Allison Burgess, AI:A
Teena Burton, AI:A
Lori England, I:I:I:
Amanda Haynes, AOn
Jessica Higdon, A~n
Valerie Kotys, AOn
Meredith Major, AOn
Missi Markham, AOn
Laraine Newman; AMJ
Kathleen Robinson, I:I:I:
Maggie Sanders, Ar~
Michelle Stinnett, Ar~
Kim Sutton, Ar~

You can dip it or you can dunk it or you can
just eat it! Whichever wa~ you cho?se to try Arby's
French Dip Sub you'll fall m love Wlth the
delicious, juicy taste of lean and tender roast beef
piled high on a toasted, hearth-baked .sub roll, an?
dipped in our hot Au Jus. So t_ake a dip today. Its
definitely different - and definitely good.

HWV 641 North

Students:

Maria Tsataros, AI:A
Jennifer Wiles, Ar~

Good Luck!)

~

Love,
MSU Sorority Sisters

Everyday 1Oo/o Off everyth!ng &
Thursday 20°/o Off everything
with MSU 10
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Racers rout Morehead 45-6
BY

Scon

NANNEY

SPORTS EDITOR

After a pair of disappointing
losses, the Murray State football squad jumped back on the
winning track with a 45-6
thrashing of Morehead State
last weekend.
With the win, the Racers
snapped a two game losing
streak while gaining its first
victory at Morehead since 1988.
Racer head coach Houston
N utt said the victory restored
confidence to his team and provided much needed playing
time for the squad's younger
players.
"I am excited about the win
because we got back to playing
Racer football," he said. "The
best part about it was that
everybody got to play."
The Racer offensive starters
made things easier for the rest
of the team as Murray State
exploded for a 21-0 first quarter
lead. The points came on a 27yard touchdown run from
senior wide receiver Timmy
Bland on a reverse play and a
pair of scoring strikes of 74 and
27 yards from junior quarterback Benji Bona to senior wide
receiver Matt Hall.
Bona, who returned to his
starting position after being
sidelined for most of the
Tennessee Tech game with
injuries to both shoulders,
highlighted the Racers offensive attack by connecting on

11· ~~
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eight of 11 passes for 144 yards.
"It feels good to get a win,"
Bona said. "I don't want to take
anything away from Morehead,
but we expected to win."
A trio of Racer tailbacks
teamed up to provide MSU
with a solid running attack
that netted 267 of the squad's
501 total yards. Sophomore
David McCann led the way
with 64 yards while sophomore
Tim Scarborough and senior
Waynee McGowan rushed for
64 and 42 yards, respectively.
McGowan said the win
helped the Racer's confidence.
"Winning cures a lot of
things," he said. "We stayed
focused and knew what we had
to do."
Sophomore
back
Reuel
Shepard led a Racer defensive
unit that held Morehead
State's offense to just 267 total
yards for the game. His performance included five solo tackles, two assists, a sack, a tackle
for a loss and a deflected pass.
"I was real proud of our kids,"
Nutt said. "Thls was our
biggest win because we lost two
games and lost a lot of confidence. I think we gained some
confidence back."

Racers vs. Tigers
The Racers will try to secure
their first winning season since
a 6-4-1 mark in 1989 when they
play host to Tennessee State in
the last home game of the season Saturday.

The Tigers, who come off a
28-20 loss to Tennessee Tech
last weekend , are 4-5 overall
and 3-3 in the Ohio Valley
Conference, and are looking for
their first winning season since
1990.
Senior tailback Darron Davis
Leads the Tiger offensive attack
with 958 yards and nine touchdowns. He needs just 42 yards
to become TSU's first-ever
1,000 -yard rusher.
The Racers will also have to
contain the top two receivers in
the OVC in Clarence Jones and
Lawrence Segree.
.
Nutt said the key to
Saturday's game is for the
Racer defense to control the
Tiger's high-powered offense.
"We have to control their
quarterback and receivers," he
said. "This will be the fastest
~ team we've played all year."
Junior
defensive
back
Andrew Henry said the Racers
will have to work hard in practice and stick to their game
plan if they are to beat TSU on
Saturday.
"TSU has got a good offense
and a good team overall,"
Henry said. "It's going to be a
good game, but if we stick to
our game plan and work hard,
we'll be all right."
One factor for the Racer
offense could be TSU?s man-toman defense, which the Racers
may be able to capitalize on.
"Their man defense will be a
big factor," Nutt said. "But we

jud Cook/Photo Editor
Junior quarterback Benji Bona warms up his arm before a recent
home game. The Racei'S are 1-3 at Stewart Stadium ~Is season
going Into their flnal home game against Tennessee State
Saturday. ·
·
have some weapons that can Stadium.
play with them."
UWe haven't played very well
One thing the Racers would at home this season." Nutt said.
like to accomplish on Saturday "We've got a chance to put our
is to play well at home and send program to another level on
10 seniors away with a win in Saturday and send the seniors
their final game at Stewart out the right way."

Volleyball tea1n falls to SEMO
BY MIKE 0HSTROM
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

After ' beating Tennessee-Martin on the road 15-6,
15-9 and 15-2 on Nov. 3, the Murray State volleyball
team was on its way to claim the Ohio Valley
Conference regular season championship Tuesday
night.
However, disaster struck as preseason favorite
Southeast Missouri State pounced to a 13-15, 7-15, 15·
5, 15-9 and 15-10 comeback in front of a record crowd
of 616 people in steamy Racer Arena.
With the loss, the Racers fell to 17-11, 12-2 in conference play, and will end the season in second place
in the OVC standings to SEMO. However, the Lady
Racers were picked to finish fifth, and while beating
every team in the conference, they have pleased head
coach Brenda Bowlin with their stellar achievements.
"We'll bounce back," Bowlin said. "I'm very proud of
the team. They have overachieved and they've done
everything I've asked of them."
Another record was set in the match as senior middle hitter Sarah Dearworth broke the MSU all-time
mark for kills. This makes Dearworth holder of two
MSU records, as she also holds the school mark for
career blocks. Despite her team-leading 19 kills, four
aces, 14 digs and 2.5 blocks against the Otahkians,
Dearworth was more concerned with the match that
slipped away.
''I'm excited (about the record), but I'm really not
Jud Cook/Photo Editor
thinking about that right now." Dearworth said. "You
have to give a tot of credit to SEMO for coming back in Junior middle hitter Shelly Juenger goes for a spike against Southeast Missouri State Tuesday night at Racer
Arena. The Otahkians clinched the Ohio Valley Conference title in five sets.
the third set."
Senior outside hitter Liz Spomer was another key
The team's third and final senior, Gina Buscher, has p.m. and Louisville at 7 p.m . The squad concludes the
factor, especially in the second game when the Lady continued to play well, posting totals of 14 kills, three regular season with Senior Night as they host Austin
Racers were clicking on all facets of their game. aces and 22 digs in the contests with UTM and SEMO. Peay State at 7 p.m. Tuesday.
However, the taller Otahkians closed in on Spomer, Buscher was last week's OVC Player of the Week.
If the Lady Racers can win their last two OVC
nullifying her brilliant 18-kill performance.
"When we won the first two games, our confidence matches vs. Tennesee State and APSU, it will add a
"It seemed like they were getting solid blocks on was up," Buseher said. "But when they got a rally school-best conference record of 14-2 to its long list of
ine," Spomer said. "I tried to vary my shots, but it just going, we got down on ourselves."
accomplishments, including MSU's first sweep of
didn't seem to click."
The Lady Racers look to rebound in a big way when Eastern Kentucky.
Spomer also contributed three aces, 11 digs and 1.5 they travel to Morehead Saturday for the
The Lady Racers have not lost a set in beating both
blocks in the match.
Commonwealth Classic vs. Western Kentucky at 2 the Tigers and the Lady Governors earlier this year.

Noyember brings. gun safety awareness
STAFF REPORT

Gun Safety
Here are a few tips to help reduce gun-related
accidents
1 . Talk to children about the dangers of guns and tell them not to
handle a gun - loaded or unloaded.
2 • Make sure all guns are secure and completely out of the reach
of children. This measure helps protect you from theft since
firearms are considered highly-valued items to burglars.
3. Buy trigger locks for all guns stored on your property.
4 • Supervise your children and any friends that come over to
play. Children are natu(ally curious and, in groups, often try
things they might not atone. Many tragedies have played out
when a child got his parents' gun to show friends.
Source: Kentucky State Pollee
Chad E. Holder/Graphics Editor

Kentucky governor Brereton Jones has
declared November as Gun Safety Awareness
Month.
The Kentucky Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources along with the Kentucky
State Police will sponsor numerous activities to
increase public knowledge about ftreann safety.
KDFWR personnel will reach more than
100,000 fUth· and sixth-graders across the commonwealth with the gun safety message. Special
courses on gun safety and hunting will be presented by state troopers and KDFWR hunter
education training officers.
"We also intend to distribute several thousand
trigger guards from booths set up in some select
urban area malls," said Capt. Rodney Brewer,
commander of Lhe KSP public affairs division.
"We will encourage gun owners to use these

devices to help safeguard their firearms from
being involved in an accident."
The arulUal event is an attempt to prevent
accidental deaths, of which there were 168 in
Kentucky last year, as well as gun-related violence, especially among teenagers. The KSP
believes that parents are responsible for the
safety of their children.
At Murray State, a good number of students
are awaiting the arrival of deer season despite
the fact that firearms are prohibited from campus. Paula Hulick, MSU housing director, said
that such availability of a gun would present a
problem to students and is considered a felony.
"'f we became aware of such a student we
would ask them to find a place to store it off campus," Hulick said. "Public Safety would be
involved ifthe student does not agree."
KET is broadcasting a one-houl' call-in show
on gun safety at 8 p.m. Thursday.

Refs,
•
taunt1ng
ruJ~e.. not
on par
' sporting event has
Every
its usual smattering of boos
and complaints from fans
about bad calls, "blind" referees
and
getting the SPO RT S
occasional
shafts on TAL K
plays that t-- - - - - 4
may have M IKE
adversely 0HSTROM
deter- ......__ _ _ __..
mined the outcome of the
game.
But never before had I witnessed such poor officiating
in my life until I became a
Murray State student and
went to MSU athletic contests and exciting Ohio
Valley Conference action. To
put it more bluntly, OVC
officials are horrible.
Whether it be blatantly
obvious calls that were
missed on the football field
or inconsistencies in rulings
at volleyball matches or basketball games, OVC referees
have always shown their
incompetence when they officiate here in Murray.
Maybe it is our famous
friendly nature and atmosphere here in ]4urray that
leads the refs to believe that
they can slack off without
getting a derisive chorus of
oatcalls.
But whatever the reason
for this inepititude, Racer
faithful
are
intelligent
enough to know when we are
getting the short end of the
stick, and are not afraid to
stand ~ ;:,tij.r our ~ams,
much
to let the zebras
hear about their mistakes.
Case in point: in the footbaH contest between MSU
and Tennessee-Martin, a
UTM player unleashed a
vicious late hit on Racer out·
side linebacker Chad Gann
after a Pacer punt in the
third quarter.
While Gann lay stunned on
the artificial turf of Stewart
Stadium, the offending Pacer
was held back from the officiating crew by the majority of
his teammates so that UTM
would not be penalized anything more severe than the
15-yard
personal
foul
already marched off against
the Pacers.
However, according to the
new sportsmanship rules
installed by OVC commissioner Dan Beebe, one would
have concluded that the
player should have been
ejected.
Instead,
he
remained on the field for the
rest of the game to watch the
Racers come back to win one
of the year's most thrilling
finishes.
This situation alone would
lead me'to think that if officials cannot handle a clear
clipping penalty right under
their noses, how can they
possibly control such cheap
shots, trash-talking and
taunting celebrations?
Now I commend Beebe for
trying to crack down on such
unsportsmanlike demonstrations. However, players are
still going to get in their
opponent's face when they
make a big play no matter
how strict the rules are.
What the OVC needs are
tougher punishments for
unsportsmaruike conduct
and capable officials who are
not afraid to toss such poor
sports out of the game.
Besides, I have never seen
an MSU athlete strut his or
her stuff in excess to put
down the other team.
Now it is time to have
things called both ways.

leu
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IntraiDurals go indoors
BY MIKE 0HSTROM
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

With winter weather on the
way, intramural competition
has moved inside from the
brisk conditions of flag football
to the start of the coed basketball and wallyball seasons.
In flag footba11, Alpha Tau
Omega took the men's competitive above .500 crown, while
AOK beat rivals Three-Peat in
the women's final.
The winning team in the
men's recreation league above
.500
bracket
was
the
University Christian Student
Center, and the below .500
champions were The Pucksters

in the men's competitive division and The Colt 45s in men's
recreation play.
In the coed basketball opener, The Old and the Young rallied to a 63-61 victory over The
Sure Shots Monday night.
Jennifer McCuan's basket
with under a minute to play
helped The Old and the Young
roar back from a five-point halftime deficit. McCuan, who
scored 14 points. is optimistic
about her team's chances.
"I think we've got a lot of talent onthis team," McCuan said.
"All the girls played in high
school, and the guys are pretty
good too."
Also contributing were Janet

Crawford, who scored 27
points, and Brian Van Horn,
whose up-tempo style at point
guard led to many fastbreaks
as The Old and the Young
scored 36 points on a befuddled
Sure Shots defense in the second stanza.
The Sure Shots were led by
Leah Darnell's 19 points and
Krista Stalls' 18 points. The
Sure Shots' rebounding dominance resulted in a 32-27 lead,
as Darnell, Stalls, Anne Paul
and Kandi Wommack cleaned
the glass. However, the team's
shooting touch turned sour as
The Sure Shots could only tally
29 second-half points.
With two games left in round-

robin play, The Old and the
Young hold first place in the
standings with a 2-0 record,
while The Sure Shots and The
Dribblers are hot in pursuit at
2-1, both with one remaining
contest.
In wallyball action, the first
team from the University
Christian Student Center has
cruised to the regular season
title with a stunning 6-0 mark.
In other intramural news,
the Greek tennis tournaments
in both fraternity and sorority
singles and doubles have been
canceled because of lack of
interest. Meanwhile, preseason
basketball is scheduled to begin
Monday.

Racers synchronized at Role:x
BY TOM KIMMEL
STAFF WRITER

The Racer tennis team proved it could
play with anybody last weekend at the
Rolex Indoor Region III Qualifier in
Nashville, Tenn.
Martin Jansson, senior from Varberg,
Sweden, recovered from a poor showing at
the Southern Intercollegiate in October.
He qualified by beating Ben Capitano of
the University of New Orleans 6-3, 6-4.
In the first round, Jansson beat Julius
Roberts
of Middle Tennessee State
University 6-4, 6-3, but lost to Jan
Hermansson of the University of South

Alabama 7-6, 6-1 in the round of 32.
"I played a real good first set but I fell
apart in the second," Jansson said.
Pontus Hiort, senior from Uppsala,
Sweden, also won his qualifying match 7-6,
6-2 over Johan Nilsson of Tulane
University, but lost to Peter Calitz of
Samford University 7-5, 6-4 in the round of
64.
Jan Fredriksson, senior from Orebro,
Sweden, lost his qualifying match 2-6, 7-6,
7-6, as did Brad Hawthorne, junior from
Bloomington, Ill., who lost 6-2, 6-2.
In doubles, Hiort and Fredriksson lost to
a team from the University of Alabama at
Birmingham in an eight-game pro set 8-3.

The Rolex featured teams from the
Southeastern
and
Ohio
Valley
Conferences, including meet champion
Middle Tennessee State.
"We played well in a very tough field,"
said assistant coach Mel Purcell.
The Racers resume play in the spring
with more OVC matches as they try to take
the conference championship from MTSU.
"It is always a tough fall schedule, but
we played well and came out without any
injuries," Purcell said.
Jansson is set on claiming an OVC title.
"We got a good team, I don't see why we
should not win it," he said. "I want the
OVC title. I want that ring."

Sports
Notebook
Racers of the Week
Sarah Dearworth and Benji Bona have been named
as the Racers of the Week.
Dearworth, senior middle hitter from Cabot. Ark.,
broke the Murray State volleyball all-time record in kills
with the tenth of her 19 kills in a five-set loss against
Southeast Missouri State Tuesday night at Racer Arena.
Dearworth, a preseason All-Conference first team selection and two-time Ohio Valley Conference Player of the
Week, also holds the MSU career record for blocks.
Bona, Junior from Milan, Tenn., led the Murray State
football team to a 45-6 road whipping of Morehead State
Saturday. Bona returned from shoulder injuries to complete eight of I I passes for 144 yards and two touchdown
strikes of 74 and 27 yards to favorite receiver Matt Hall.
Bona, who shared quarterbacking duties with freshman
Jonathan Criswell against the Pacers, will look to connect
with his receiving corps for a few more long-yardage passes against Tennessee State's man-to-man defense Saturday. ·

Racer Report
An intercollegiate horse show is coming to the
West Kentucky Exposition Center Saturday and Sunday.
The horse show, sponsored by the Murray State equestrian team, will begin at 6 p. m. on Saturday and conclude
at 9 a. m. on Sunday.
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Broughton keeps pace

Lady Racers clOse fall season
BY TOM KIMMEl

By

STAffWRilU

THOMAS RUSSELL

REPORTER

James Broughton is proud of
his fully restored Indianapolis
500 pace car, but the resoration
has not been easy or cheap.
The car is one of only three
1979 Mustangs custom built to
Indy 500 specifications.
"I have receipts for body work
and paint at $4500. And that's
doing all the work by myself,"
said Broughton, associate professor of health, physical education and recreation.
The January 1994 issue of
Ford Magazine lists this limited edition Mustang as the top
collector's
item
among
Mustangs this year.
Ford supplied three identical
pace cars for the Indy 500 in
1979. The cars were "as close to
stock as possible."
Indy 500 officials require is
pace cars to have an open roof
so fans can see the driver.

Michelle ::,unnenr::,tal

james Broughton stands by his restored 1979 Indianapolis Pace
Car. The car is one of only three built.

After much debate between
Ford and Cars and Concepts,
the Detroit-based firm that
built the cars, a T -top design
was selected for the three cars
to be used during the race.
While the official 1979
Mustang pace cars had the
required T-top, the replicas, of

which around 8,000 were pro·
duced for the public, did not.
"It's a collector's item.
Presently I'm just maintaining
it, although it is for sale,"
Broughton said.
Broughton said the car is
worth between $9,000 and
$10,000.
.
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A young Lady Racer tennis team concluded
its fall season at the Intercollegiate Tennis
Association Indoor Qualifier Nov. 3-5 in
Elkin, S.C.
Representing the Lady Racers in singles
competition were Renea Cates, sophomore
from Central City, and Martha Zimmer,
freshman from Atlanta.
Cates was defeated l-6. 0-6 by the No. 1
seed from Clemson.
"The. whole experience was a little nerve
racking at .firstt Cates said.
The match was actually much closer than
the score indicates.
"Most of the games were close," Cates said.
"They went to deuce and ad points a lot, but I
couldn't win the big points." ,
Zimmer lost to a player from Wake Forest in
straight sets 3-6. 1-6.
"She got her rhythm in the $econd set,"
Zimmer said, "She started hitting the ball
harder and I was not as aggressive.,
Zinurier also said despite the loss she thinks
it was a positive experience.
"I have a lot to work on," she sai<i "My

ma~h was good experiencet even watching
the other matches taught me a lot about
strategy."
Cates teamed with DeAnna Carrollt soph<r
more from Springfield, in doubles. They were
defeated 0-6, 3-6 by a team from North
Carolina State.
"All of us realized what we need to work on
to move our game up to that level;" Cates said.
"They were more aggressive, consistent and
mature than we were."
Head coach C<mnie Keasling thinks her
team is on the right track despite the loss.
"They were not experienced enough to play
at the level required to beat those people," she
said. "This is our first trip to the tournament
in five years. I feel that we have a good foundation established to go back next year and
win in the tight spots that we lost in· this
year."
The Lady: Racers begin the $pring season in
late February at the Eastern Kentucky
University Indoor Tournament in Richmond.
Keasling is optimistic about her team's
chances at the OVC title.
"Hopefully the fall season has provided our
young players with the necessary experience
that it will take to win the OVC," she said.
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NOTICE

Holll Barton and Allison Burgess - Congratulations on
bel119 named Actives-of-theMonth. We love youl ALA
love and ours, Your sisters.

Spring Break Specials I
Bahamas Patty Cruise. 6
Days Including 12 Meals
$2791 Panama City. Kitchens
$1291 Cancun &Jamaica
$3991 Daytona $1591 Keys
$2291 Cocoa Beach $15911·
800-678-8386.

Are you an organizer? Like to
get people together? Make
$$$, galn excellent business
experience and earn free
travel by marketing our Spring
Break packages. Call Blue
Iguana Tours 1·800-8687423.

Allison Photography: For All
your Photography Needs.
10% discount for students.
Call 753·8809.

CRUISE SHIP JOBSt
Attention: Students. Earn
$2000+ monthly.
Summer?full-tlme. World
Travel. Carrlbean, Hawaii.
Tour Guides, Gift Shop
Sales, Deck Hands, Casino
Workers. No experience.
CALL: (602) 453-4651.

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING·
Earn up to 2,000+ mo. on
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
companies. World travel.
Seasonal & Full-Time
employment available. No
exp necessary. For Info. cal
1-206-834-0468 ext. C55381

Glamore Shots at Murray
Montessori Nov. 19. 8 to 8.
Pictures will be back In tlme
for Christmas Gifts. $14.95
sitting fee. Prepaid gets an
appointment Call 753·8382.

New Orleans was totally
awesome, totally cool, and
totally hilarious.

Congrats to Susanne Reiss for
being the New l;IZIESweetheart.
Love, your Sisters In AMI.

The sisters of AMI had a great
time at the Am Halloween
mixer. Thanks guys!

Vest Woman, you are the glr1
of my dreams.

Congrats to Melanie Adams for
yourpartln Phantom of the Night
and your excellent job ·with 500.
Am Is so proud of you.

OW, I'm a rambler, I'm a gambier, I'm a long way from home
& If you don't like me just leave
me alone. Wohlleb

Kelly, I think you are cutell
•OW

Hey, Oscar! Clean the Penthouse or go back to Sesame
StreetI

99 bottles of beer on the wall.

Thanks AI.A coaches and
AOIT for a cool double Vlklng
Day coaches party. Love. the
sisters In AJ:.A

AGO says, Get ready to ROCK!

Matt's classified- Infinity.

Kerri Bates, you're doing an
awesome }ob on AGO Rocka-thon. Love, your sisters.

Thanks to the KA's for helping
clean our driveway. Love, the
sisters of AMI.

Runways are cool, huh-huh,
huh-huh.

Cliff, The scab is goneI Nashville Is waiting, Love. Walker

Welcome to the wortd, Lill.
Love, Sheldon.

Miller, Quit being sick ya pus.
We used to patty. Wohlleb

Jlllybeanl you're a queen, th&
mostbeautiful glril'veeverseen.

Thanks, Ginger, for awesome
Alumnae Homecoming. Love,
your sisters In AOn.

AI.A's Fall Fest coaches rule I
You guys were great. Thanks
foryourenthuslasml Love, the
sisters In AJ:.A

A little Duct tape can fix 811Y·
thing. - Eeyore

'41 Tango clear to land RWY
23.

Miller. Let's go club us some
menl GRRRI You my mau.
Wohlleb
Help, I'Ve fallen In the French
Quarter & I can't get upI

Will everyone rise up to my
level?...please - T, I paused for
emphasis.
To the brothers of :til, We had a
great time workl ng on the home·
coming float Love, the sisters of
A.m.

Danny, Heard you bowled a
strike - Into the toilet. Cory

Tricla Richerson and Stepha·
nle Mullican - You did a wonderful job presenting the SLOB
"Date Rape" semlnarl We're
soproudofyoutoollove,your
sisters In AI.A

Pencil
Lori E. I lw you 'cause you're
my sweetheart.
Kelly H. Next time· you are
stull1>9d, justcall the assistants.
Later stumpy. Rey and Mike.

Keep up the good wor1<, glrisl
Arst place In softball and first
place (tie) In football! Razzle·
dazzle! Love, Your sisters In

Hey, 95, It's all fun and games
until you lose you ball. - 93 1/2

Wantedllllndlvlduals.
Student Organizations and
Small Groups to Promote
SPRING BREAK '95. Earn
substantial MONEY and
FREE TRIPS. CALL THE
NATION'S LEADER, INTER·
CAMPUS PROGRAMS 18()0..327-8013.

)J,A

M.:NEWS
CLASSIFIED AD POLICY

Deadline......Wednesday noon
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30-4:30
Closed on weekends and holidays

RATES
With MSU ID: 15e per word Without MSU ID: 20e per word
OVER 20 WORDS
With MSU ID: 1oe per word Without MSU ID: 15¢ per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.

Ads may be mailed along with payment to:
Classlfieds Department~
The Murray State News, 2609 University Station

INDEX
PERSONALS
ROOMMATES
BUSINESS
SERVICES
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
HEI,.PWANTED
LOST&FOUNO
RIDES
MISC.
NOTICE

NatlonaJ Pari< Employment.
Over 25,000 openlngsl
Excellent benefits & bonuses.
For more Information call: 1206-545-4804 ext. N55381

Golf Clubs: Wilson "Uitra"lrons
-3 thru PW plus Fairway Wood,
Drtve, and l!ag. Great X-Mas
Gift $225 080 753-8113 or
753-8409. Leave message.

NOTICE
Attention all Sororities and
Fraternities: Allison Photography will be available for photographs at your fall fonnals. call
753·8809.

Murray, Kentucky 42071

Call Allison Photography
about our Christmas Special
753·8809.

Rooms for Non-Smoking
female. 2 blocks from cam·
pus. X-L..argeclosets. Call7591161 or come by 1315 Main.

Racer
FootballWHOOP
Tennessee
State!

CONGRATS
Racer Volleyball
on a GREAT
season!
Good Luck in
the OVC
tourney!

Applications will be
accepted until Nov. 18 fo( . - 1~
the following positions at

The Murray State News
•Editor-in-Chief
·Managing Editor
Applicants must have prior
leadership experience with

The Murray State News
See Dr. Landini in 111 Wilson
for application

I

A~TI

congratulates the
following sisters:
Demetra Bradley
· Michelle Cross
Edye Fourshee
Whitney Steele

Order of Omeea
Beth Bougher
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Consider Graduate School
at
Murray State University
Give yourself an ?PPOrtu n~ty for:
• Higher startang sa1araes
• Faster promotions

;~\
t.~.~ - See your department Chairman for details

1

For more information contact:
Dr. William Payne, Coordinator
324 Wells Hall
762-6464

.

New Look Open House
Nov. 17- 20
• Gourmet Coffee & Tea,
Fresh Cheese
• Murray's Largest Imported
Food Selection
• Professional Quality Cooking
Appliances & Supplies
• Custom Designed Gift Baskets
• Unique Gift Items Specially
Chosen to Enhance your home
• Your Friendly, In-1bwn Source
For All Your Holiday Needs
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INCREASE
Continued fromPage 1

state assisted rather than state
supported and that raising
tuition is the CHE's only alternative,
considering
the
decrease in state support for
higher education.
James Booth, provost and
vice president of academic and
student affairs, said that over
the last decade state appropriations have declined dramatically, causing the CHE to turn to
students to make up the difference.
"We're rapidly reaching the
point where students are saying, 'No, we can't afford it,"'

CHE
Continued fror.n Page 1

Blackburn project is limited in
scope, because the money is to
be used strictly for the modernization of the building's
research facilities.

Booth said. "The state has a
clear moral and ethical obligation to support higher education.
"They are going to have to
find another source of revenue
to fund it."
Kenneth Walker, CHE executive director of financial affairs,
said the Council analyzes the
possibility of tuition increases
by studying benchmarks and
the state's per capita income, in
addition to the projected per
capita income to get the rate for
undergraduate residents.
He said one of the goals for
the CHE's strategic plan for
1996-2000 is to advocate
increased state support for
higher education.

He said the soil contamination problems at the Motor Pool
and West Farm are the result
of leakage from underground
fuel tanks. Tanks have been
removed from each site.
Though it is too early to tell
which of three possible methods wiJl be used, West predicts

N~l1.1994

things the University hopes to
accomplish with . the Roads
Scholar program.
Administrators hope the program will spread news about
Murray State resources.
Payne said it should also
bring the faculty, staff and
administration of Murray State
closer together in their working
relationship.
"It helps us understand ourselves better," he said. "It helps
us understand them better, it
helps them understand us, and
it helps us do a little bit of lowpower recruiting.

"So I guess the lightning
strikes in several spots."
One concern about the program is the fact that the school
visits will require team memhers be absent from class.
Payne said the absences should
not diminish the quality of education at Murray State.
"It is almost impossible to get
everybody free at the same
time on these teams because
we are all so spread out," he
said. "There is not to be any
reduction in the amount of
learning that goes on at
Murray State as a result of
this. We'.rejust going to have to
be a little more creative in
terms of how we get that
done."
•

Baurer said the purpose of
bringing the quilt to Murray is
Continued from Page 1
to
develop
community
awaremess.
parts of the quilt have been on
"Even though we see the
display more than 1,000 times. media coverage of AIDS and
The quilt is usually not the HIV virus, it stilJ doesn't
displayed outside, because of really have an impact on us,
weather concerns.
because most of us do not know
Baurer said this is the first individuals who have AIDS or
time the AIDS quilt has been have died as a result of the disdisplayed west of Louisville. A ease," he said. "I think the
12-page application was sub- quilt brings it all home, and
mitted by the University, after lets us know that it can hapwhich a site coordinator toured pen,
even
in
western
the Curris Center over the Kentucky."
summer to determine if the
"We hope that every student
facilities were adequate.
on campus, since this is free,
Baurer said more than 300 would stop by and see the quilt,
people volunteered to help dur- whether between or after classing the three-day period.
es."

the contamination will be
cleaned up through a process
called bioreme.diation. He said
the process involves placing
microbes in the contaminated
ground to change the charactistics of the soil through mechanical ventilation.
Additionally, the Council

approved authorization for
Murray State to sell bonds for
the renovation of Woods Hall
and Windslow Cafeteria.
Nearly $5 million was
approved for Woods Hall. Paula
Hulick, director of Housing,
said the University hopes to
transform the residence hall

into suites for upperclassmen.
She said the goal is to create a
more private residence hall
with a more apartment-like
atmosphere.
Renovations at Windslow
totaling $750,000 will include
improvements to utilities and
general infrastructure, accord-

SCHO LARS
Cpntinued from Page 1
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Comforters, Blankets, Quilts
orMghans

$

5

each

I

•

$7 each)

(Down

Coupon must accompany order when
leaving clothes.

TO MSU STUDENTS

Expires 11/23

L

with valid 10

753-9525

QUILT

ing to John Fitzgibbon, interim
vice president and vice president of University Relations
and Administrative Services.
No timetables have been
established for the projects, but
West said they will begin as
soon as the bonds are sold.
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Central Shopping Center (In Front of Wal-Mart)
Monday - Friday 6:30 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Saturday 7:30 a.m. · Noon
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Snap Shot
1 Hour Photo

We had a great time at
ATQ Viking Days.
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Olympic Plaza • 75
All photos printed ...confidentially.
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Quilt

Presented by .
%urray State V.niversity
Congratulations, ladies, on a job well done!
A..EA love a11d ours, your sisters
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Come See...

West Wood Wines & Liquors
and

West Wood Warehouse
,~1?

-

West Wood at the "Y"
Paris, TN

~
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Wines & J.. iquors (901)642-7714
Party Block (901)642-7366
Good Luck Racers
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